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Abstract—Designing I/O systems capable of scaling up to deal
with the next generation of extreme scale scientific environments
is a significant challenge. Scientific applications already strain the
capabilities of current filesystems and storage systems. This work
presents a middleware-based approach that generalizes from
previous work on staging areas to focus more generally on staging
resources. Exploiting the steady increase of the ratio of compute
capability to I/O bandwidth, the EnStage middleware system
allows for metadata characterization and I/O processing to occur
when as where appropriate. This includes in reserved staging
areas, buffered memory, and even in the writing processes’
execution context. Using the EnStage extension to previous work,
we find a 1.4% increase in runtime due to additional functionality
resulted in I/O time in the staging area dropping to only 16%
of the non-reduced output.

I. INTRODUCTION

Extreme scale scientific computing, envisioned to run large-
scale simulations required for future scientific discovery, will
generate immense amounts of output data. Even on current
petascale machines, the data volumes can exceed 15TB/output
step, with the frequency of outputs as low as 15 minutes. Since
the data produced in these large output dumps often holds the
key to furthering scientific discovery, it must be effectively and
efficiently analyzed, evaluated, understood, visualized, stored,
or even transformed into inputs used by coupled simulations.

The massive amounts of data generated by petascale appli-
cations can cause performance bottlenecks when running these
applications and in addition, they can put extreme pressure
on the highly parallel cluster storage systems attached to
petascale machines and connecting them to other data center
resources[1]. We have been pursuing the ’staging’ approach
to addressing this problem [2], the idea being to first move
output data to some smaller set of ’holding’ nodes, termed
staging area, and then, within that area and while moving
data, operating on it ways that improve output performance
and/or provide end users with valuable insights into the
outputs produced by their simulations, including preparing
it for subsequent visualization. We term such staging area
processing data pre-Analytics – PreDatA.

Since staging provides near real-time access to the data gen-
erated by a simulation, scientists can exploit the staging area’s

computational capacity to rapidly extract relevant information
from the data. The desired outcome is to improve the end-to-
end performance of the process of data understanding. Further,
staging computation can significantly reduce the performance
impact of reorganization of data as it is being output, as
well as reduce the time needed to perform subsequent ex-
tensive analysis actions. A limitation, however, can be that
the resources available in staging are necessarily dwarfed by
the comparatively much larger set of machines used by the
petascale application, with a typical application to staging
ratio used in our work being 1:1024. This paper addresses this
limitation, by devising simple ways in which the ’staging area’,
which comprised of some set of nodes dedicated to this task, is
generalized into ’staging resources’, where the resources used
for these purposes can be present on the nodes used by the
simulation – the compute nodes – as well as on the dedicated
staging nodes. Moreover, the use of such staging resources
is dynamic, in that they can be used whenever available or
desired, such as in certain application phases – when there is
’room’ on compute nodes – or when it is particularly important
to the user to quickly derive insights from the data produced
by the application.

We term the programmable data pipeline starting at compute
nodes and traversing the staging area EnStage, and its imple-
mentation combines the data streaming PreDatA framework
described in [3] with dynamically movable computational
fragments, which allow the much larger computational re-
sources present on compute nodes and used by the application
to directly participate in EnStage – staging – computations.
The outcome is a system that retains the dynamic flexibility
of the MapReduce-type PreDatA computations performed in
the staging area, but extends it into application nodes when
and if desired by end users.

The EnStage implementation can be viewed as a pro-
grammable data pipeline that combines data capture (on com-
pute nodes) and movement (from compute nodes to staging
area to beyond) with computational methods that inspect and
operate on data ASAP – as it is being moved. Multiple
advantages are gained from using EnStage. Performance opti-
mizations can be attained via immediate data filtering to reduce



output volumes, which makes it possible to focus on the data
that is most important to the scientific inquiries being under-
taken. Such filtering leverages the increasing gap between the
ability to speed up computations via faster and more numerous
CPUs vs. having to store or move data across increasingly deep
memory hierarchies. Advantages also include functionality
improvements, such as the ability to rapidly organize and
understand the output data being generated, both ‘in transit’
and as it is flowing through the output pipelines present on
large-scale machines.

The remainder of this paper explains the basic technologies
used to implement EnStage and also describes a simple
use case and initial performance evaluation of the movable
program fragments enabling the EnStage implementation.

II. DATA STAGING
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Fig. 1. Data Staging Overview

In the past we have proposed the staging approach to dealing
with large scale I/O operations in order to treat the output
data as a stream. The staging approach carries two substantial
benefits over traditional straight to disk I/O strategies. 1)
With staging the application performance is decoupled from
the run time performance of the back end storage system.
Thus the application is insulated from the large variations
in the performance of the back end storage subsystem[2]. 2)
The additional computational resources of the staging area
can be used efficiently to perform a number of interesting
pre-analysis operations on the data [3]. Thus data can be
reorganized to optimize the reading, reduced to manage the
storage load, indexed to improve access and tagged to allow
easier inspection.

Data staging works as follows. When an application is
ready to output data it makes a local procedure call to the
DataTap library (see Figure 1). The data is buffered into pre-
allocated memory within the DataTap library and a “data
ready” request is issued to the remote staging node responsible
for the data block. The remote node services the requests based
on an order imposed by the remote scheduler (the scheduling
subsystem is described in detail in [2], [4]). The request service
involves issuing a remote data read request (utilizing RDMA
semantics) to the application node. Once the data transfer
has completed successfully the staging process hands control
of the data buffer to a user specified handler function. This
handler function can output data to disk, hold data in memory
for further processing, or even transmit data over the network

to a secondary location. The application is free to progress
once the data has been buffered by the DataTap layer, and it
can check when the data transfer has been completed in order
to reuse the allocated buffer.

The obvious advantage of this approach is that the data
output utilizes buffered asynchronous data output without
support from the underlying distributed file system. A sec-
ond less obvious advantage is that instead of requiring the
application nodes to coordinate the movement of data into
the staging area, data movement control resides within the
staging area. This not only enables us to properly schedule
data movements from compute nodes to staging area[2], but
it also allows the transfer to progress in ways that avoid
any additional communications – e.g., collectives – across the
many application nodes participating in these actions.

Our previous research has already shown the benefit of
using the staging area as the transient target for data storage.
Through management of the data being streamed through stag-
ing nodes, we can obtain improvements in the I/O overhead
experienced by the application. This is accomplished without
burdening programmers, by deploying staging as an underly-
ing data transport of the ADIOS output methods already used
by petascale applications. Further and as stated earlier, we have
already shown how real-time data processing can be used for
application output validation and visualization [5], and how
PreDatA analytics can assist end users in understanding and
organizing data outputs[3].

III. ENSTAGE: EVOLVING DATA STAGING FOR
INFORMATION EXTRACTION

While data staging has been found to ameliorate the I/O
problems of high performance machines, we propose a further
shift in how I/O is performed. So far, to address the I/O needs
of future high end applications, we have moved from syn-
chronous I/O on compute nodes, to asynchronous I/O via data
staging. We propose that next, we must move from the ‘area’
model of data staging to a generalized ‘I/O resource’ model
that can also leverage the substantial aggregate computational
and memory capacities of the compute nodes running petascale
codes. In other words, the next step in the evolution of Data
Staging is to allow the user to flexibly insert computational
routines ‘anywhere’ into the data output pipeline. We refer to
this as Enhanced Staging or EnStage.

Recall that in the previous section we elucidated the im-
portance of having distributed control over scheduling in the
staging area without cross communication within the applica-
tion nodes. The same principle applies to utilizing dynamically
generated functions to prevent cross communication which
suffers from scalability bottlenecks especially for extreme
scale science.

At the same time performing computations just within
the staging area is an expensive proposition that can result
in much slower evacuation of data from the staging area
and hence the application causing backflow pressures to
impact application performance. The EnStage approach is
a combination that addresses the associated problems. By
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Fig. 2. The EnStage architecture.

exposing the much large compute capacity of the system for
independent operations (SmartTap) and utilizing the staging
area for more global operations (CStager), EnStage allows
scalability in the I/O pipeline. Moreover the operations not
only utilize dynamic code generation to allow flexibility in the
placement of operations but the code for the function can also
be optimized to allow for delayed global operations without
global communication. Dynamic code generation to suit the
requirements of EnStage is achieved using the C-on-Demand
framework (cod) [6]. Utilizing cod we enable the mobility of
staging functionality as well the utility of code specialization
without incuring any substantial overheads.

The computations EnStage applies to the outputs generated
by high performance simulations can be specified by the
end users, and they can be applied along the entire path
of data movement. Specifically, first, by associating such
computations with the I/O calls made by simulation codes,
EnStage can directly manipulate the output buffers created by
said simulations. Second, EnStage computations can extend to
I/O ‘staging area’ nodes [2], which not only offer additional
CPU and memory resources, but can also be enhanced with
computational accelerators [7] and/or persistent memory. We
note that on current petascale architectures, there is no func-
tional difference between a staging node and a compute node
other than the size of the cohort. That is, while the compute
application may execute on 100K to 1M cores, only a small
fraction of those is required for data staging. As shown in
experiments in [2], we have found that a 1:1024 ration is
sufficient for most staging area operations. Finally, EnStage’s
real-time or ‘in-transit’ processing actions run on compute and
staging nodes can be enhanced with additional ‘near-time’ pro-
cessing applied to data after it has been stored, using massively
parallel analysis codes, scientific workflows, and/or lighter
weight approaches like those described in [8]. Toward these
ends, outputs from EnStage can be directed to networks [9],
storage, or both, using standard APIs or the flexible output
methods presented by the ADIOS middleware [10].

EnStage’s data manipulations operate in a stream-based
fashion and near-synchronously with application codes. Typ-
ical manipulations are designed to improve simulation per-
formance and/or to better manage output data, enriching
and explaining it, and assisting in rapid data movement and

explanation rather than analyzing it deeply. Sample actions
include properly preparing data for use by coupled simulations,
annotating and organizing it for subsequent near-time analysis,
and quickly inspecting it so that exceptional program behaviors
or data attributes are discovered as soon as they occur [3].
EnStage’s ability to run select computations on compute nodes
can also leverage the enormous aggregate computational power
of such nodes to contain or reduce the sizes of staging area and
numbers of downstream machines required for data analysis
and understanding.

The most important characteristic of EnStage is the pro-
grammable nature of the ‘in-transit’ data manipulations in
the I/O pipeline, including the use of programmable program
fragments dynamically deployed into compute nodes. This can
be used to better organize and understand the data produced
by petascale simulations, and it can decrease the end-to-end
delays experienced through the output pipeline, customizing
it not only to improve the performance of the simulations
being run, but also to improve the end-to-end performance
of data understanding and analysis processes. We next present
some performance evaluations to illustrate these facts. Details
of how programmable program fragments are dynamically
generated and deployed are left out for brevity. Here, it suffices
to say that we use run time binary code generation methods
for doing so, thereby avoiding potentially costly solutions like
code interpretation or emulation.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The EnStage system is designed to address both the func-
tionality requirements of modern science as well as its perfor-
mance needs. Here we demonstrate preliminary results the in-
dicate the overall reduction in the computational requirements
within the staging area allowing for higher frequency output
as well as more complex PreDatA operations. The operations
are as follow

EnStage has been developed and evaluated with the GTC
fusion simulation software [11] as well for the WARP and
LAMMPS molecular dynamics codes [12][13].

1) Bounding Box. The bounding box operation performs a
data reduction on 3d spatial molecular dynamics data.
The three cases of bounding box data reduction are
1) reducing the data at the source by performing the
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reduction operation on a data buffer (ST1), 2) reducing
the data at the source by utilizing the reduction operator
to create a reduced buffer, 3) reducing the data in the
staging area (C-CStager).

2) Tagged Data Output. The data is processed and tagged
with statistical characteristics such as local and global
min/max/mean. The data size is not reduced, but the
additional information is utilized in the subsequent op-
erations part of the end to end process of data output
and analysis.

3) Statistical subsample. This complex operation utilizes
the metadata generated in the tagged output data to
subsample the output data. This is done by first cal-
culating local means ‘at the source’ and then utilizing
them in the staging area to compute a global mean and
standard deviation for particle energy. These values are
then used to generate a custom data reduction routine
that generates a histogram for particles with energy less
than 2 standard deviations greater than the mean. This
data reduction, despite its complexity, yields much more
meaningful data output than traditional random selection
routines.

The evaluation platform used was 10 node, 128 core Linux

cluster with QDR 4x Infiniband interconnect. Despite the small
size of the platform this lets us experiment with the high
bandwidth network allowing us to optimize for our target
evaluation machine, the ORNL Cray XT5. The final paper
will consist of results from both platforms with an emphasis
on scalability differences.

In Figure 3 show the run time added when we add com-
putational operation into the application. Despite the obvious
increase is in run time it should be noted that this is due
to additional functionality added to the application. Similar
execution times will result if the same functionality is added
directly to the application, with the disadvantage of lacking
dynamic flexibility. In the final paper we will demonstrate how
using the dynamic flexibility of EnStage can even improve
performance. Particularly expensive is the statistical sampling
operation which relies on the continuous computation of
local statistics and despite this complexity it only added an
additional 1.4% runtime penalty over straight staging output.

Figure 4 shows how pushing some work back upstream in
the IO pipeline can significantly reduce both the computational
and I/O loads on the staging area. The obvious advantage
here is the reduction of the size of the staging area resulting
processor cost savings, power savings or the ability to do
more complex analysis in realtime. The statistical subsampling
reduction, while maintaining a high quality of information
reduced I/O time in the staging to 16% of the original time.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We conclude from the initial results shown in the previous
section that substantial additional value and performance can
be derived from using programmable program fragments ’at
the sources’ of IO data pipelines. By leveraging the enormous
aggregate computational power of the nodes running petas-
cale simulations, staging areas can be generalized to become
staging resources present throughout the petascale machine.
By use of run time binary code generation, staging resources
can employed when and as needed, instead of being statically
allocated at additional costs (in terms of resource availability)
to application codes. Experimental results show that that the
EnStage approach can efficiently implement operations useful
to realistic petascale applications, thereby pointing the way
to future work exploring new ways to scale IO for the next
generation of high performance machines.
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